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PRAISE FOR
THE MEMORY INDEX

“Vaca’s debut is a thrilling and often unsettling examination of the 
elusive nature of memory and truth. The Memory Index will leave you 

breathlessly turning pages until its satisfying conclusion.” 

—Jonathan Evison, New York Times bestselling author of Small World

“A clever and empathetic work of speculative fiction that examines the 
power and fragility of memory, recommended for general purchase. 
Cinematic writing, teen sleuthing, and a nostalgic setting make this 

book a great recommendation to fans of Stranger Things.” 

—School Library Journal

“. . . a brilliant debut. A novel concept, fascinating characters, and a 
stirring plot add up to an unforgettable story that promises to be just 

the first of many by a wildly talented author.” 

—Andrew Maraniss, New York Times bestselling author

“A thrill ride from beginning to end! I don’t need artificial recall to con-
firm . . . an unforgettable read. Vaca delivers a poignant and visionary 

novel reminiscent of retro science fiction. He’s one to watch.” 

—Caroline George, author of The Summer We Forgot and Dearest Josephine



Dear Reader, 

There is an interesting intersection of story and memories. For many, story is a 
kind of memory preservation—an exercise in safeguarding one’s past. When 
I began writing the early drafts of The Memory Index, I considered a terrifying 
reality in which our memories, our stories, were threatened. Indeed, many who 
are impacted by dementia and Alzheimer’s must navigate this trauma. As 
the story grew and took shape, I found myself asking a question: What’s more 
unsettling—losing our memories, or confronting the difficult ones?

My debut is equal parts mystery, coming-of-age, and sci-fi, and my hope 
is that you—the reader—might reflect on your own questions surrounding 
memory and identity. I think many of us have asked the same question 
posed by one of the characters in the book: Are we more than the sum of our 
memories?

Let’s seek to answer that—together.

—JRV

A LETTER FROM THE AUTHOR

Scan to stream the official 
playlist for The Memory Index!

Julian R. Vaca has been a creative writer for over a decade. He’s a 
staff writer on PBS’s Reconnecting Roots, a nationally-broadcast 
show that drew in millions of viewers over its first two seasons. He’s 
also the co-writer of Pencil Test, a feature-length documentary that’s 
being executive produced by Disney animation legend Tom Bancroft 
(Earnest Films, 2023). Julian lives in Nashville with his family.

Connect with Julian at JulianRayVaca.com

@JulianRayVaca                   @JulianRVaca                   @JulianRVaca



THE MEMORY INDEX
DISCUSSION GUIDE

1 In The Memory Index, the author has created a parallel world where  
 forgetting your memories isn’t just an inevitability, it’s an ever- present  
 threat. Are there any memories that you actively, intentionally recall so that  
 you can preserve them over time?

2 Dean Mendelsohn talks about “memory anchoring”— hand drawing certain  
 memories to help him recall them. Do you do a form of this? Journaling?

3 Dr. Sanders poses the question, “Are we more than the sum of our  
 memories?” Have you ever pondered this before, and do you agree with  
 Freya’s eventual response to the essay question?

4 Freya’s father says that misremembering is a greater danger than  
 forgetting. Do you agree with this? Why or why not?

5 Once Freya arrives at Foxtail Academy, she befriends Hoa Trang (Ollie),  
 Chase, and Fletcher. Of the four, who do you like/connect with the most?  
 Why? How about the least, and why?

6 What role does grief play in the novel? How do the four seem to navigate  
 grief in their own ways?

7 Fletcher says, “We’re so fixed on reclaiming our memories, it’s like we’re  
 living for the past, not for today. It’s like we’ve forgotten how to be in the  
 moment.” Do you ever fixate too much on the past (or future) and forget  
 how to be present? If yes, why do you think that is?

8 Near the end of the book, Ollie shares a traumatic story from her childhood.  
 Do you agree with her thoughts on forgiveness? Why or why not?


